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Visiting Buba in The Gambia ten years after his heart surgery 

 

SPROCKHOEVEL/SANKULAY KUNDA.  In 2007 Buba had been a fatally ill boy. 
He underwent a heart surgery in Duisburg/Germany and lived for two 
months in Sprockhoevel/Germany.  

 
 Buba and Hanna Lohmann at the bank of the river Gambia close to his village 
 
The women of the village are dancing. The temperature is rising up to 40 degrees 
these days in rural Gambia, yet the women take it in turns and come to the middle, 
one by one, and dance wildly to the rhythm of the drums. „Hanna came back“, they 
sing over and over again. Indeed, I came back from Germany to The Gambia. 
Exactly 10 years after little Buba came with me to Germany.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Buba (wearing a red-
white coloured t-shirt) is 
dancing with women of 
his village 



Buba is 14 years old today and is dancing along with the women. The fact that he is 
dancing, even the fact that he is alive, is a miracle. The boy lives in the small village 
of Sankulay Kunda in The Gambia, many here have never left the village. There is no 
electricity in the huts there, and if the villagers need water, the women need to carry 
it home in buckets on their head from a manual pump.  

When Buba was born, nobody knew that there were two tiny holes in his cardiac 
septum. Oxygen-poor blood continuously traveled through those holes and mixed 
with oxygen-rich blood and made Buba a very ill child. 
 

In The Gambia Buba would have died 
 
When he was only four years old, a doctor in The Gambia diagnosed a heart 
abnormality and found treatment was not possible in Africa. „Tell the parents he is 
going to die“, the doctor told me. That time I was 20 years old and volunteering for 
an NGO called Project Aid the Gambia, based near my hometown in Germany. By 
chance I had met Buba, who was my colleague's nephew. Live-saving treatment was 
available in Germany.  
 

 
A direction post at Jahaly Health Centre directing to Hattingen in Germany - a 7,000 km 
distance 
 
Buba stayed with my family for more than two months in that summer in 2007, 
whenever he was not admitted to the hospital in Duisburg where doctors mended 
the holes with patches in a seven hour open-heart surgery. The treatment amounted 
to 30,000 Euros, financed entirely by donations.  

Ten years later his heart is in perfect condition. He is a big and strong boy now. That 
is special, for most in his home village know what it means to be hungry. You can 
see it in the light red colour in the kids' curly hair, which is not a whim of nature but 
a consequence of malnutrition. The Gambia is one of the poorest countries in the 



world and it is Buba's home. He lives here with six brothers and sisters, his parents 
and grandparents.  

 
The Lohmann family and Buba in their local garden in summer 2007 

 

 

A child is one of his parents 
 
In 2007 when Buba was recovering after the surgery, he made an impression on 
many people with his dark eyes, the small bit of German he learnt and his love for 
sausage from the butcher's. One shop assistant once asked me, why the boy would 
not simply stay in Germany, as he would have everything here. Education, food and 
prospects. However, he would have lacked one thing: his family.  
 

 
The aircraft captain invited Buba, his special passenger, to visit the flight deck 



 
The fact that Buba was born with this heart failure was horrible. The overseas 
treatment was good fortune and a necessity. This fate had influenced his life a lot 
and it should not cause his uprooting. I also never wanted any other child to wish for 
a similar illness in order to escape the poverty in the village or ask things from their 
own parents which they are unable to fulfil.  
 

 
Buba with his siblings and cousins. Behind him his parents. His father cradles Buba’s 
youngest brother 
 
Thus, healthy Buba returned to his parents who love him a lot. The mother was 
crying with happiness when she saw him running for the first time. Because he 
should not have to decide between two families or countries, I limited my visits and 
phone calls to a minimum.  
 
The pale, long scar on his chest will stay forever. Buba tells me, he hardly recalls the 
time in our house. He has some vague memories of the hospital. That time there 
were cables and drips all over his body and one could hardly find the child in 
between the hospital sheets.  
 
 
  



 
A few days after his surgery in 2007 Buba was confined to bed in Duisburg hospital 

 

To see Buba again as a teenager, touches me a lot. He goes to school, yet he can 
hardly speak English which is the official language of The Gambia. Most of the time 
there are more than 40 kids in one classroom and the days are extremely hot. After 
walking for a few minutes along the dusty road I am terribly exhausted and sweaty.  

Furthermore, there are not a lot of prospects in the village. „Study hard, so you will 
have a good job“, we sometimes tell pupils in Germany. 44 per cent of the youth are 
unemployed in The Gambia, in the rural part, where Buba lives, even more.  

The few jobs in The Gambia are in the coastal region, where a small paradise for 
European tourists has developed. Package holidays are very cheap. Many visitors, 
both male and female, also seek and find somebody for romantic togetherness.  

 

The people of the village are very grateful 
 
What could possibly motivate youngsters in Sankulay Kunda to go to school and 
study? Most will work in the rice fields after graduation. Sometimes their harvest can 
secure their living, most of the times it cannot. Additionally, there is the problem that 
an entire generation of workers is missing. Many in the village long for the bigger 
towns or Europe. They call it „the backway“, when somebody leaves the country and 
travels through the desert and finally crosses the Mediterranean Sea. I wonder what 
people, who suggested Buba should stay with me, thought today if he arrived on the 
coast of Lampedusa.  



I ask Buba and his friends to never-ever try the backway and tell the family about 
lower acceptance quota for asylum seekers, deportations at night and the present 
situation of refugees in Germany. Many Gambians know that refugees in Germany 
will have a place to sleep and receive pocket money of a three-digit Euro amount. 
Buba´s father makes about 100 Euro as an accountant. Per month.  
 

We brought a football from Germany and 
when he plays it is very obvious. Buba is a 
very healthy 14 year old who loves to play 
football. Despite all the challenges in the 
village, I can see peoples' gratitude. So 
many people contributed for his life-saving 
surgery and have thus shown the family 
that in Germany we do care for a single, ill 
child somewhere in Africa. And that every 
human life is worthy to be saved. That is 
why the women are dancing ten years later 
with joy: Because we have not forgotten 
them.  

The special gratitude of the parents can be 
seen in Buba's little sister. She was born 
while he was in Germany. The 10 year old is 
called „Mama Elli“. If she had been a boy, 
he would have the nickname „Papa Willi“ 
today. In The Gambia children are named 
after people who play an important role in 
their parents' life. The nicknames of those 
namesakes are given to the newborns. My 
parents' names are Elisabeth and Wilhelm.  
 
 

 
Buba‘s little sister is called Mama Elli 

Buba is an enthusiastic football player. 
Previous to his surgery it was unthinkable. 
The football is a present from Germany 
 



Many donors made the surgery happen 
 
In 2007 the first diagnosis for Buba was a stenosis of the aorta. Great fortune, 
looking back, as this stenosis could have been treated easily. With this quote the 
foundation „Meise Foundation for children with heart disease“ agreed to cover the 
costs of the operation if Buba would come to Germany.  

The costs of the flight were covered by the protestant church of Sprockhoevel 
(Diakonie/Deaconry). Family Lohmann guaranteed for his feeding and living and 
insurances while in Germany. Their daughter Hanna was volunteering with "Project 
Aid The Gambia" that time in the Jahaly Health Centre. The NGO has had a health 
centre there since more than 30 years. In addition they run a kindergarten and a 
women gardening project. The project is approximately 300 kilometers away from 
the Gambian capital Banjul. The NGO has their headquarters here, too. Using their 
excellent contacts, it was easier to prepare Buba for his great trip. Of course he 
needed a passport and a visa to come to Germany.  

It was only after he had arrived in Europe that doctors found out he has a much 
more complicated heart defect than thought. Surgery would have to be done in a 
special clinic, it would be expensive and dangerous. If we had known in The Gambia, 
maybe we could have never arranged the journey.  
 

 
The WAZ newspaper repeatedly had covered the story of the little African in Sprockhoevel 
 
 



After some media coverage a lot of people started to donate for Buba. After the 
treatment Buba had to recover for several weeks. When he was getting better every 
day, the local kindergarten in Sprockhoevel agreed to have him for a few days so he 
could be among mates. When he came home the company Naturstrom of 
Duesseldorf helped to buy a simple solar system to bring light to Bubas home. The 
family still has the panels, however the battery stopped working. 
 

 
 A solar panel on the roof is providing at least light for some of the cottages 

 

All pictures: credit Hanna Lohmann  

 


